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The invention described herein may be manufactured 
and used by or for the Government for governmental 
purposes without the payment to me of any royalty 
thereon. - 

This invention relates to a multiple unit projectile. 
Multiple unit projectiles used in the past have been 

fired as a single unit and detonated on a target as a single 
unit. No provision was made for isolating the blast 
from the leading unit from the blast of a following unit, 
therefor the first blast interfered with the proper func 
tioning of the second blast and seriously reduced the 
potential penetration and destructive effect otherwise in 
herent in two or more successive impacts on the same 
target area. 

It is therefore an object of the invention to provide 
a multiple unit projectile whose component units sepa 
rate while the projectile is in flight, the following unit 
striking the target at a time-delay interval after the lead 
ing unit strikes, whereby the maximum penetration and 
destructive effect of the successive impacts of the pro 
jectiles on the same spot or area of the target maybe 
attained. 

Another object of the invention is to provide a multiple 
unit projectile whose leading unit is fitted with an explo 
sive charge of predetermined characteristics while its fol 
lowing unit is fitted with an explosive charge of the same : 
or different characteristics whereby a preselected effect on 
the target is accomplished. 
A further object of the invention is to provide the lead 

ing unit of a multiple unit projectile with a propellent 
charge having a proximity fuze therein initiated on ap 
proach to a target whereby the thrust of its propellent 
gases separates the leading unit from the following unit 
and provides an additional or increased speed of the lead 
ing unit with consequent augmented penetration and/or 
destructive effect upon the target. .. 
A still further object of the invention is to provide a 

multiple unit projectile with a separable connection 
whereby the leading unit is separated from the following 
unit under acceleration from its propellent charge. 
A still further object of the invention is to provide a 

multiple unit projectile with a separable connector elle 
ment whereby a following unit of preselccted demolition 
characteristics is secured to a leading unit. 

Other objects and advantages will be apparent from 
the following detailed description and the accompanying 
drawings in which: 

Figure 1 is a longitudinal sectional view of a multiple 
unit rocket projectile illustrating the invention, 

Figure 2 is a similar view showing a different type of 
following unit, and - - - 

Figure 3 is a longitudinal sectional view partly in ele 
'vation, showing another, type of following unit. - 

Referring now to the drawings, 5 identifies the leading 
unit of a multiple unit rocket and 6 identifies the follow 
ing unit thereof. Housed within a casing 7 of the leading 
unit 5, Figure 1, is an explosive charge 8 which is shown 
in the drawing as a shaped or cavity charge. It is to 
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be understood that other charges, such as a high explo 
sive charge, a plastic explosive charge or a fragmenta 
tion charge may be substituted when different types of 
targets are to be attacked. Mounted in the rear end of 
the casing 7 is a propellent charge 9 which is ignited 
by a proximity fuze, not shown, enclosed in a housing 
11 in an ogival nose cap 12 secured to the forward end 
of the casing 7. An antenna 13 extends from the front of 
the nose cap 12 and receives impulses reflected from the 
target which are converted to an electrical charge within 
the fuze, in known manner, and transmits the charge 
to an igniter 14 by means of a conductor 15 to initiate 
the propellent in response to approach of the missile to 
a substantially predetermined range from the target. 

Secured to the rear end of the casing 7 is a nozzle struc 
ture 16 including an inwardly directed ogival closure 17 
which directs the forces of the expanding propellent gases 
to a series of jets 18 equally spaced in and about the 
annular space provided between the leading and trailing 
units of the missile. On impact with a target the explo 
sive charge 8 is detonated by a base type fuze 19. 
The following or trailing unit 6 is housed in a casing 

20 and carries on its forward end an ogival windshield 
21 closely fitting within a recess formed by the ogival 
closure i7 forming a part of the nozzle 16 of the lead 
ing unit 5. Formed in the interior wall of the nozzle 
16 and the exterior wall of the casing 20 are mating 
semi-circular grooves 22 and 23, respectively, in which 
a spring ring 24 is fitted to form a separable connec 
tion between the units. An explosive charge 25 is car 
ried near the forward end of the casing 20, and is deto 
nated on impact by a base type fuze 26. A propellent 
charge 27 is carried in the rear end of the unit 6 and 
is ignited by a squib 28 adapted to be connected in a 
firing circuit, not shown, at the launcher. The explosive 
charge 25 may also vary as dictated by the tactical pur 
pose of the missile, and may be a high explosive charge, 
a plastic explosive, a fragmentation charge or a fuzed 
armor piercing projectile. The units 5 and 6 are assem 
bled after a selection has been made to include the units 
having desired demolition effects, and the assembly 
launched from a conventional rocket launcher or the 
propellent charge 27 can be omitted and the assembly 
fired from a mortar when desired. 

Figure 2 discloses an example of a combination of 
units, differing from the one shown in Figure. 1, wherein 
a leading unit 5 similar to that of Figure 1 is shown 
interchangeably connected with a modified form of fol 
lowing unit. The modified following unit 6' is assembled 
with a casing 20' which carries in its rear end a propel 
lent charge 28' similar to the charge 28 of Figure 1. 

Secured in the forward end of the casing 20' is an 
armor piercing projectile 40 having a base fuze 41 and 
an explosive charge 42. A point protecting cap 43 is 
secured to the projectile 40 and has a semicircular groove 
23 nating with a similar groove 22 in the nozzle 6 
to receive a spring ring 24 and provide a separable con 
nection between the units. An ogival windshield 21' is 
attached to the cap 43 and is shown as closely fitting 
within the recess formed by the ogival closure 17 on the 
nozzle 6 of the leading unit 5. 

Figure 3 discloses an example of another combination 
of units, wherein a leading unit 5 similar to that of Fig 
lure 1 is connected with a further modified form of fol 
lowing unit 6a. The following unit 6a is assembled with 
a casing 20a which carries in its rear end a propellent 
charge 28a similar to the charge 28 of Figure 1. Secured 
to the forward end of the casing 20a in a fragmentation 
projectile 50 scored as at 51, and having an explosive 
charge 52 and a base fuze 53. The nose 54 of the pro 
jectile 50 is shaped to closely fit within the recess formed 



by the ogival closure 17 on the nozzle 16 of the leading 
unit 5. - 
The operation of the rocket is as follows: 
When it is decided upon the nature of the target or 

the barrier to be breached, whether it be an armored 
combat tank, an armored emplacement, or a plane in 
flight, the appropriate units are selected and assembled. 
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The projectile is then launched and when it approaches . 
the target the proximity fuze initiates the propelling 
charge 9 in the leading unit and the units are separated 
in response to thrust developed in the leading unit. The 
explosive charge 8 in the leading unit 5 penetrates or 
weakens the armor plate, depending upon the type of ex 
plosive used, and is followed shortly thereafter by the 
following unit 6 whose explosive charge 25 increases 
the breach, or, as shown in Figure 3, scatters fragments 
inside or beyond the armor plate. It will be apparent 
that the invention herein disclosed has great utility and 
versatility as a destructive agent against a wide variety 
of targets. 

While II have disclosed three forms of the invention 
preferred by me, various changes and modifications will 
occur to those skilled in the art after a study of the pres 
ent disclosure. Hence the disclosure is to be taken in 
an illustrative rather than a limiting sense; and it is my 
desire and intention to reserve all modifications falling 
within the scope of the subjoined claims. . 

Having now fully disclosed the invention, what I claim 
and desire to secure by Letters Patent is: 

1. In a multiple unit projectile, a plurality of separable 
units releasably connected in axial alignment, a pro 
pelling charge and an explosive charge carried by the 
leading one of said units, an explosive charge carried by 
the second of said units, means releasably securing to 
gether said first and second units, said units being sepa 
rated in response to thrust developed by initiation of the 
propelling charge of said first unit, and a proximity fuze 
in said first unit initiating the propelling charge therein 
on approach to a target. 

2. In a multiple unit rocket projectile, a plurality of 
coaxially aligned separable units, each unit having a pro 
pellent charge in its rear end and an explosive charge 
in its forward end, a proximity fuze in the leading unit 
igniting its propellent charge when said fuze is activated 
by approach to a target, and detachable means normally 
connecting said units in coaxial alignment and releasing 
said leading unit for free flight in response to increased 
speed when its propellent charge is ignited by said prox 
imity fuze. - 

3. In a multiple unit rocket projectile, a leading unit 
and a following unit in coaxial alignment therewith, each 
unit carrying a propellent charge and a demolition charge, 
interengaging separable means therebetween whereby said 
following unit having a selected demolition characteristic 
is secured to said leading unit with its demolition charge 
axially spaced from the demolition charge in said leading 
unit, said leading unit being projected axially forwardly 
'of said following unit on initiation of its propellent charge 
to produce successive demolition effects on the same area 
of the target, and a proximity fuze in said leading unit 
initiating the propelling charge therein in response to 
approach to a target. - - - - - 

4. In a multiple unit rocket projectile, a first unit and 
a second unit in coaxial alignment therewith, each unit 
having a propellent charge in its rear end and a demo 
lition charge in its forward end, separable means normally 
connecting said first and second units in coaxial align 
ment, and a proximity fuze carried by said first unit 

: for igniting the propellent charge therein when said fuze 
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is activated by approach to a target, said separable means 
releasing said first unit under acceleration from its pro 
pellent charge to increase the speed of said first unit. 

5. In a multiple unit projectile, a plurality of separable 
units releasably connected in axial alignment, a propelling 
charge and a shaped explosive charge carried by the lead 
ing one of said units, a propelling charge and a shaped 
explosive charge carried by the second of said units, 
means releasably securing together said first and second 
units, said units being separated during flight in response 
to thrust developed by initiation of the propelling charge 
of said first unit, and fuze means carried by said first 
unit and initiating the propelling charge therein in re 
sponse to approach of said projectile to a target. 

6. In a multiple unit projectile, a plurality of sep 
arable units releasably connected in axial alignment, a 
propelling charge and a shaped explosive charge carried 
by the leading one of said units, a propelling charge and 
an armor piercing projectile carried by the second of 
said units, means releasably securing together said first 
and second units, said units being separated during flight 
in response to thrust developed by initiation of the pro 
pelling charge of said first unit, and a proximity fuze in 
said first unit initiating the propelling charge therein in 
response to approach to a target. . ? - 

7. In a multiple unit projectile, a plurality of separable 
units releasably connected in axial alignment, a propel 
ling charge and a shaped explosive charge carried by the 
leading one of said units, a propelling charge and an 
explosive fragmentation projectile carried by the second of 
said units, means releasably securing together said first 
and second units, said units being separated during flight 
in response to thrust developed by initiation of the pro 
pelling charge of said first unit, and a fuze means carried 
by said first unit and initiating the propelling charge 
therein on approach to a target. - 

8. In a multiple unit projectile, a first self-propelled 
unit symmetrical about its longitudinal axis and terminat 
ing in a propelling nozzle element having a re-entrant 
ogival recess coaxial of said axis and a plurality of pro 
pelling nozzles spaced circumferentially about said re 
cess, a second self-propelled unit having an ogival nose 
cap, means 'separably connecting said first and second 
units in axially aligned relation and with said nose cap 
fitting said ogival recess, an explosive charge carried by . 
each said unit, a propelling charge carried by each said 
unit, means operable to initiate the propelling charge of 
said second unit to launch said projectile, and a proximity 
fuze carried by said first unit and operable to initiate the 
propelling charge of said first unit and separate said units 
in flight by and in response to approach of said projectile 
to a target. .? - ” - - - ? - ??? --- 

9. In a multiple unit projectile, a plurality of sep 
arable units releasably connected in axial alignment, a 
propelling charge and an explosive charge carried by the 
leading one of said units, an explosive charge carried by 
the second of said units, means releasably securing said 
first and second units in tandem, said units being sepa 
rated in response to thrust developed by initiation of the 
propelling charge of said leading unit, and means carried 
by said leading unit to initiate said propelling charge in 
response to approach of said projectile to a target. 
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